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Cryptocasinos offer highly sophisticated gambling products that

are easily comparable to conventional online operators. 
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Crypto-Gambling is rapidly becoming

mainstream, and it is riskier than 

traditional online gambling.  
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All crypto operators with an available deposit
page (N = 37) allowed crypto deposits without

any proof of identification or address 
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None of the operators required proof
of identity during registration 

Cryptocurrencies (e.g.: Bitcoin) are digital assets that can be transferred between two
parties without the need for centralised systems (i.e.: banks).

The anonymity and lack of regulation of cryptocurrencies make this activity
potentially more risky than traditional online gambling. 

Cryptocurrency-based gambling could become the intersection where all of the
challenges posed by online gambling and cryptocurrencies collide.

The current study aimed to investigate the safer gambling and consumer protection
practices of 40 cryptocurrency-based gambling operators. 
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Ten safer gambling and consumer protection features were
analysed for 40 frequently visited online cryptocurrency-based
operators . This is a preregistered study. All data and materials
are publicly available on OSF via the QR code. 

Online gamblers have an increased risk of

losing control when using digital money.

This risk can be increased by the high
volatility of cryptocurrencies.

The current findings suggest

crypto gambling will require

closer monitoring as the

inherent anonymity associated
with cryptocurrencies may

become an additional challenge
to regulators.

 Crypto operators may need to
be prevented from advertising
in UK sports until risks can be

better assessed.  
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